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WHAT EVIDENCE is there  that Edward  IV  really meant  to execute his brother?
Royal  family quarrels are  seldom  carried  so far; and  there  is the  reasonable
alternative that what  Edward  was trying to do was to frighten  Clarence.  That  is,
he  arrested  him on  a  charge  of  treason  intending to  pardon  him as  soon  as
Clarence confessed just  what  he had  been  plotting and with  whom.  When,
however, after several months  in the  Tower, Clarence  remained obstinate,
Edward  put on  additional pressure  by having him  condemned  by the  process  of
attainder, for which  evidence  is not  required.  Still no submission, however, and it
could be  that Clarence  counted on blackmailing Edward  into  pardoning him
unconditionally, or  even  rewarding him, because  of  what  he  knew  about  the  pre-
contract  with  Lady Eleanor Butler.

Here  there  has  been  some  confusing of the  issues  by the  representing of
Edward’s  marriage  and Richard’s as equally invalid.  '  Edward’s  pre—contract  was
a  marriage, not a  mere  promise  to  marry, and  beyond reasonable  doubt  it was
consummated.  There  existed, therefore, the  impediment  of  Iigamen,  an  absolute
bar which  made  a second  contract  simply null and  void.  If  there  was  a valid
marriage  with Lady Eleanor, Edward  could not  marry anyone else  in her lifetime,
and his going through a  form  of marriage with  Elizabeth  was a  breach  of divine
law.  This  is something quite different from the  canonical  irregularity of Richard’s
marriage  with  Anne.  As  first  cousins once  removed  they should have  obtained  a
dispensation; their marriage  was  consequently irregular  enough to be  dissoluble  if
they wanted  a  divorce. Otherwise  it  would  be  presumed  valid; o'r it  could  be
regularised.  A  papal letter  of  5 December  1412 to the Archbishop of  York,
summarised  by Dr. R. N.  Swanson, shows  the  procedure:

Commission  to inquire into the  case  of  John Cokenay and  Agnes  Byron  who, after
commitfing fornication  which  resulted  in pregnancy, had  married  in ignorance of
the  impediment  of their relationship in the fourth degree of consanguinity on  both
sides, which was discovered  later.  The archbishop, if he  sees  fit, may grant the
necessary dispensation to  confirm  the marriage and  ensure that  the children are
legitimate.

The Act of 1474  which  settled  the Warwick inheritance  catered  for the
possible  divorce  of  Richard  and Anne, but is  there  any reason  to  attach  a
particular  significance  to this?J Legal documents  always try to  cover  all
eventualities; and I  should  have thought that provisions for the disposition of the
property in the event of  a  divorce  would  be  included  as  common form  in any
aristocratic marriage  settlement. What  evidence exists  on this  point?
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As for Clarence’s  death, if  Edward  hoped  to have  Clarence  turn  informer,
the  story of a private  execution  by the King’s  order  evidently falls  to the  ground.
Now, take  it  that  there  was no execution and  none  ever  intended, and  allow
Richard  wit enough to  know what  was going on: Richard, then, will  have  made  a
speech against  the  attainder  and  carefully refrained thereafter  from  meddling with
the  delicate  situation; the  Queen  cannot have prompted  Edward  to  judicial
murder, either.

‘ There  remains  murder  by private  enterprise.  Clarence’s co-conspirators, if
they existed  except in°Edward’s  imagination, would have reason  to  silence  him.
There  is  Elizabeth, if she  knew  about Lady Eleanor; since  Clarence  was  under
sentence  of  death, she could  justify herself to  Edward  if  necessary, and  conveying
to  Clarence some  cordial well  laced  with  narcotics  would  not be difficult.

There  is  also accidental  death.  Quite  minor  accidents  can  prove  fatal: a
drunken  man  knocks  his  head  falling and is  asphyxiated  with  blood  from  a
bleeding nose  or by inhaling his own vomit; he might  even drown  in a  puddle  of
malmsey.

If  Clarence died  in  some  such fashion, it might  appear that  Edward would
say so; but  there  were  reasons  against.  By the official  account, Henry VI died of
‘pure displeasure  and  melancholy’.  The  shock  of his  son’s death could  very well
have killed  him, especially if he had  porphyria.‘ Or, since  his  skull  was
abnormally thin, he could  collapse  on  hearing the  news, strike  his  head  on the
floor  and die  soon  after.5 The  Yorkist  story is credible; but it was not universally
credited  and a  second story of the  sort  about  a major  state prisoner  would have
convinced nobody.

It  could  be  that  Edward  was  mistaken  in  scenting treason; that what
Clarence  was trying to do was to frighten  Edward.  He  wanted those  Warwick
lands  that  Edward  had  cheated  him of by giving them  to  Richard, or at the  very
least  he  wanted  compensation.  If  Edward, however, took alarm  when  Clarence
suggested  marrying Mary of  Burgundy, it was not for an  imaginary danger.6 In
1471  Duke  Charles  had  deposed  in the  presence  of a  notary that  his  mother
Isabel  of Portugal had  declared herself  sole  heiress  to  Henry VI and that she had
transmitted  her right to the English  Crown  to him, Burgundy?  they descended
from Philippa  of  Lancaster, Queen  to  John  I of  Portugal, sister  to  Henry IV and
great-aunt  to  Henry VI. The Burgundian  marriage,  accordingly, would  give
Clarence a  fairly respectable claim  to the  throne  of  England  in right of his  wife.

The foregoing, I am  aware, is  chiefly conjecture, but I  believe  it  covers  the
actual evidence; what  More  and Co.  said  is not  evidence.
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